CELEBRATE SARAH LAWRENCE

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5, 2017
7–9 PM
HEIMBOLD VISUAL ARTS CENTER

A showcase of undergraduate and graduate work by students, for students.

An Inaugural Year Event
Outdoor Performances & Experiences

On the Heimbold Visual Arts Center Lawn

COMMUNITY ADVENTURE PLAY EXPERIENCE
Throughout the evening
Andrea Davis MA ’17
Emily Feltham ’18
Kathleen Quaintance ’20

DANCE PERFORMANCES
7:15 p.m. and 8:15 p.m.
SOMATICS, IMPROVISATIONS, AND THE ATHLETICS OF INTIMACY
Katherine Labadie ’19
Catherine Eng ’19
Benjamin Payne ’18
Genevieve Adabelle ’17
Ingrid Dehler-Seter MFA ’19
Nadia Hannan MFA ’19

HAVING YOUR SAY: THE SERVICE LEARNING SCHOLAR VENTURES INTO CREATIVE WRITING AND MOVEMENT FOR PERFORMANCE
From the Intensive Semester in Yonkers (ISY) program
Genevieve Adabelle ’17
Mansuda Arora ’18
Ariel Kalati ’18
Katherine Labadie ’19
David Levin ’19
Zackery Roccaforte ’18
Dinah Schmeltz ‘18
Mei Takehana ’20
Lixing Zhang ’20

Photographers and a video crew will be on hand to capture this evening’s event. If you'd prefer not to be photographed or filmed, kindly let them know.
HIP-HOP
Julius Powell '18
Romane Cussonneau '21
Jade Barnett-Irons '18
Ronan Hagarty '19
Eleanor Lougee-Heimer '20

MUSIC PERFORMANCES
7:30 p.m.

VIOLIN DUET
Libai Jordan '18
Tiffany Meier '18

HARP/CELLO DUET
Delphine Griffith '20
Glenna Adkins '20

8:30 p.m.

SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE JAZZ AND BLUES ENSEMBLES
SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE CHAMBER CHOIR

THEATRE PERFORMANCES
7:45 p.m. and 8:45 p.m.

SCENES FROM JULIUS CAESAR
Andre Knight '18
Ethan Graham-Horowitz '18
Thor Schooner '18
The Women's Shakespeare Company

MUSICAL PERFORMANCES
Zixin Liu MFA '18
Sam Rosen '18
The SLC Majors

Indoor Exhibits, Performances & Demonstrations
2nd Floor

STUDENT READINGS
Donnelley Theatre
7 p.m.
Kristin Chang '20
Danielle Shuster MFA '18
8 p.m.
Daisy Arellano Ransom '18
Leah Johnson MFA '18

EXHIBITION: PROVISIONAL LANDSCAPES
Barbara Walters Gallery
Curated by Paul Latislaw '16

VISUAL ARTS: PAINTING ON SITE
Room 203

Damore-Rome '20
Daryn Elizabeth Gray '20
Morgaine S. Hunter '21
Aadya V. Iajodia '20
Haley Elizabeth Johnson '20
Ziwei Li'18
Jillian Leigh Noll '20
Aleksandar Dragana
Pilipovic-Wengler '20

Madeline Irene Rauch '20
Jessica Sanchez '19
Meghan Valentine '18
Carter Corrie Wilken '21
Alexandria Nicolle Wilkinson '19
Qinyun Zhang '20
Tianyang Zhao '21
VISUAL ARTS: BEGINNING PAINTING
FROM OBSERVATION TO INVENTION

Room 206

Mahham Fayyaz '19
Ryan Matt '19
Christian Lutz '18
Shawn Bailey '19
Julianne Fimbres '19
Elene Glonti '18
Melis Cokuslu '20
Violet Glaser '20
Julia Paolercio '20
Arnav Sibal '20
Filippo Marino '21
Lillie Rice '19
Kareena Lief '20
Cameron Black '20
Emma Blankenship '19

SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE:
YONKERS AND BEYOND

Room 208

STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS
Kelsey Lappegaard '18
Emma Chang '18
Tessa Debole '18
Arielle Gironza '18
Lili McFarlane '18
Zachary Baker '18
Rachel Lee '18
Isabel Lamont '18
Kelsi Parsons '18
Kimberly Giancaspro '18
Summer Koo '18
Venika Menon '18

CENTER FOR THE URBAN RIVER AT BECZAK (CURB)
Zackery Roccaforte '19
Clara Greenfield '18
Arielle Marrache '17
Victoria Garufi MSEd '18
Lars Freeman MSEd '18

THE RIGHT-TO-WRITE PROGRAM
Alexandria Wilkinson '19
Emma Hochfelder '20
Lillie Rice '19
Lucia Lansing '20
Daria Teicholz '18
Mimi Healy '18

OFFICE OF CAREER SERVICES: INTERNSHIPS
Olivia Pellegrini '18
Mohamed Camara '19
Alexis Mendez '18
Moyna Ghosh '18
Caleb Wolf '19
Rebecca Owen '18
Angelica Tatar Goulbourne MS '18
Kyra Hess MS '18
Lauren Facchini MS '18

THEATRE OUTREACH
Henry Halkyard '18
David Calderon Vasquez '18
Daniel Bunker MFA '18
Jill Turner '20
Kellie Williams '20
Marshall Pangilinan '20
Evan Ray '20
Kileen McLeary '20

INTENSIVE SEMESTER IN YONKERS
Genevieve Adabelle '17
Mansuda Arora '18
Ariel Kalati '18
Katherine Labadie '19
Zackery Roccaforte '18
Dinah Schmeltz '18
Mei Takehana '20
Lixing Zhang '20
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Room 210

EDITORS:
The Annual
Alyssa Paparella '19

The Croaker
Kaushika Suresh '18

Babel
Moyna Ghosh '18

Dark Phrases
Nia Brown '18

SLC Review
Lindsay Wallace '19

Lumina
Victoria M. Johnson MFA '18
Tsahai Makeda MFA '18

The Phoenix
Kate Bakhtiyarova '19

THE EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER AT SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE

Room 211

PLAY AREA HOSTED BY STUDENTS FROM THE ART OF TEACHING AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT MASTER'S PROGRAMS

Tanya Ferguson MA '19
Cassandra Santos MA '19
Careen Robinson MA '19
Simone Forsberg MA '18

SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE IN ACTION: SCIENCE DEMOS

Room 212

PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY AND STRESS REDUCTION DEMONSTRATION

7:15 p.m.
Jessica Cloud '18
Sanjana Conroy '20

ELECTROMAGNETISM IN ACTION!

7:45 p.m.
Hannah Ford '18
Katie Shepard '18

ELEPHANT TOOTHPASTE

8:15 p.m.
Natalie Wyse '20
Hannah Bates '18

"THE ART OF THE GIF": NEW GENRES

Alcove

Ruby Lane Alioto '19
Callum Bayle-Spence '19
Ece Ates '19
Frank Chlumsky '17
Jack Bell '17
Leyana Dessauer '17
Jack Colton '17
Sabrina Holloway '19
Kelsey Copley '19
Shani Kantor '21
Moyna Ghosh '18
Min Li '18
Jack Heseltine '20
Olivia Lynch '20
Garrett Hsuan '19
Bobby Marcus '18
Weronika Kosior '17
Grace McDonald '17
Saloni Patel '18
Melissa Molina '17
Meghan Sever '20
Allyson Panton '17
Wade Wallerstein '17
Gustavo Sampaio '18
Nabila Wirakusumah '17
Anushka Shetty '18
Shengluo Zhang '19
Rachel Williams '20
Indoor Exhibits & Presentations

1st Floor

Exhibit Space, Outside Rooms 109 and 110

“TEXT + CODE”—NEW GENRES

Alcove

Ruby Lane Alioto ’19
Callum Bayle-Spence ’19
Jack Bell ’17
Jack Colton ’17
Kelsey Copley ’19
Moyna Ghosh ’18
Jack Heseltine ’20
Garrett Hsuan ’19
Weronika Kosior ’17
Saloni Patel ’18
Meghan Sever ’20
Wade Wallerstein ’17
Nabila Wirakusumah ’17
Shengluo Zhang ’19

Ece Ates ’19
Frank Chlumsky ’17
Leyana Dessauer ’17
Sabrina Holloway ’19
Shani Kantor ’21
Min Li ’18
Olivia Lynch ’20
Bobby Marcus. ’18
Grace McDonald ’17
Melissa Molina ’17
Allyson Panton ’17
Gustavo Sampaio ’18
Anushka Shetty ’18
Rachel Williams ’20

POSTER SESSION: STUDENT SCIENCE RESEARCH
Exhibit Walls, Main Hall

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT POSTERS:

Sarah Dennis ’20
Experimenting with the Frequency of Helmholtz Resonators

Eliza Critchton Stuart ’19
Amyloid Beta, Sleep, and Alzheimer’s Disease: The Curious Cause and Effect Relationship

Hannah Bates ’18
The Math Behind Crystal Structures in Chemistry

Hannah Ford ’18
and Katie Shepard ’18
Fun With Electrodynamics

Ari Gil ’19
Don’t Lose Sight of the Acanthamoeba

Danielle Dyen Shapiro ’18
Now You See It, Now You Don’t: An Exploration of Invisibility

Lianne Rittenhouse ’18
Those Who Wire Together Fire Together

Aliza Yousey ’18
Innovations in Cancer Treatment: Back to the Basics

Jamie Hamilton ’18
Nanocarriers

GRADUATE STUDENT POSTERS:

Rebecca Hernan MS ’17
Genetic Counselors’ Assessment of Videos to Augment Whole Exome Sequencing Patient Education

Shreya Malhotra MS ’17
Evaluating FRAME (Faces Redefining the Art of Medical Education) Videos: the Impact of Digital Storytelling on Medical Students’ Attitudes to Disability and their Learning Preferences

Teresa Cacchione MS ’17
and Safa Yusuf MS ’17
Knowledge and Attitudes after Using Videos to Educate a Non-Clinical Cohort About Prenatal Cell-Free DNA Screening

Dina Green MS ’17

Olivia D’Accordo ’17,
Erin Davidson MS ’17,
Christina Miller MS ’17,
and Yael Weinstein MS ’17
Adolescent Perspectives on Genetic Testing for Adult Onset Conditions
INFORMATION ROOM:
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDIES
Room 105
Kamaron McNair '18
Greer Yeon MFA '19
Genevieve Lamont '18
And others to be announced

FILMMAKING & MOVING IMAGE ARTS PRESENTS:
REPRESENTATIVE WORK
Room 135
Najah Diop '17
Max Tullio '19
Jana Smith '19
Ben Ziemke '18
Diego Sacramento '19
Sebastian Kleppe '20
Tatiana Hernandez '19
Camryn Hellwarth '17
Alex West '17
Sofia Seidel '17
Ian Kent '18
Allegra Barontini '19
Maisie Stevenson '17
Alexis Mendel '17
Nia Batiste '18
Sarah Steinhart '17

CINEMATOGRAPHY/SCENE RECREATIONS
Outside The Ziskin Digital Media Lab (Room 136)
Ithai Diakov '20
Antonio Kleppe '20
Evalena Labayen '20
Cameron Black '20
Madeline Rauch '20
Nicholas Burton '20
Noa Castro '20
Michael Hopkins '20
Ashton O'Brien '20
Ariane Soussana '20
Yuchuan Xing '18
Sebastiano Forei '18
Ian Kent '18
Alexis Mendez '18
Julia Prushan '18
Helene Siegel '18
Julia Fisher '18
Tiffany Meier '18

Grayson Cooper '19
Tatiana Hernandez '19
Diego Sacramento '19
Karen Sanovicz '19
Benjamin Ziemke '19
Kathryn Greskovich '19
Ronan Hagarty '19
Lia Hodson '19
Tucker McClaran '19
Benjamin Payne '19
Max Tullio '19
Allegra Barontini '19
Nia Batiste '18
Sarah Steinhart '17
Alexis Mendel '18
Julia Prushan '18
Helene Siegel '18
Tiffany Meier '18
Danielle Casse '19
Sophia Koolik '19
Alexander West '17
Emma Graydon '17
Andrew Kaufman '17
Lydia Mullan '17
Sophia Manzi '17
Gabrielle Risica '17
Monika Spancheska '17
Beatrix Watanabe '17
Kathleen Yates '17
Mwinga Sinjela '17

ANIMATION
End of the Hall
Grace Gibson '19
Jeffery Koo '18
Tiffany Meier '18
Caitlin Scavelli '20
Erica Sham '20
Gayatri Degan '20
Izzy Singer '18
Benny Feldmann '19
Ethan Davison '18
Izzy Singer '18
Emma Blankenship '19
Grace Gibson '19
Jeffery Koo '18
Tiffany Meier '18
Caitlin Scavelli '20
Erica Sham '20
Gayatri Degan '20
Izzy Singer '18
Benny Feldmann '19
Ethan Davison '18
Izzy Singer '18
Emma Blankenship '19
Gabriel Chance Sevigny '18
Elle Lombardi LaBreche '20
Shengluo Zhang '19
Lucy Caborn '18
Mariel Rice '18
Mariel Sanzchez '19
Issy Bilek '18
Eelisa Byrd '19
Lili Boisrond '17
Irene Albyerty-Cardona '17
Calvin Celebuski '17

PHOTOS WITH THE GRYPHON
Presented by the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee throughout the event.
Special thanks to:

Colin Abernethy
Adam Brown
Lorayne Carbon
Angela Cherubini
Paige Crandall
Scott Duce
Brian Emery
Christine Farrell
Angela Ferraiolo
Melissa Frazier
Meredith Frey
Peggy Gould
Anne Greb
Mara Gross
Robbin Hawkins
Vera Iliatova
Elizabeth Johnston
Allen Lang
Emanuel Lomax
Matt Lopez

Josh Luce
Hagerah Malik '18
Dave McRee
Cassandra Medley
Brian Morton
Jennifer Nugent
John O'Connor
Ryan Palmer
Kris Phillips
Debi Riessen
Elise Risher
Kathleen Ruen
Janine Ryan
Maria Sabat
Prema Samuel
Misael Sanchez
Barbara Schecter
Robin Starbuck
Fred Strype
John Yannelli